
CHEMOSYNTHESIS OF GLUCOSE

Chemosynthesis is the process by which food (glucose) is made by bacteria using chemicals as the energy source,
rather than sunlight. Chemosynthesis occurs.

Cavanaugh later managed to confirm that this was indeed the method by which the worms could thrive, and is
generally credited with the discovery of chemosynthesis. Our knowledge of chemosynthetic communities is
relatively new, brought to light by ocean exploration when humans first observed a vent on the deep ocean
floor in and found a thriving community where there was no light. The yellow sulfur granules are visible in the
cytoplasm of bacteria that perform the reaction. These organisms survive in harsh conditions with
temperatures close to the boiling point due to the hydrothermal vents and extremely high pressure, due to the
depth of the ocean environment. The hypothesis was validated in when the deep sea submersible Alvin
observed tube worms and other life surrounding hydrothermal vents at the Galapagos Rift. All chemosynthetic
organisms use energy released by chemical reactions to make a sugar, but different species use different
pathways. Each worm houses chemosynthetic bacteria in an organ called a trophosome. Encyclopedic Entry
Vocabulary An autotroph is an organism that can produce its own food using light, water, carbon dioxide , or
other chemicals. Some types of bacteria are autotrophs. Both chemosynthesis and mechanosynthesis have the
potential to construct complex compounds, including new molecules and organic molecules. What Are
Autotrophs? All plants with green leaves, from the tiniest moss es to towering fir trees, synthesize, or create,
their own food through photosynthesis. Photograph by Mike Schwo , MyShot Radiotrophs Some fungi use
gamma radiation and a natural pigment called melanin to create energy for growth. What is the difference
between photosynthesis and chemosynthesis? Photosynthesis and chemosynthesis are both processes by which
organisms produce food; photosynthesis is powered by sunlight while chemosynthesis runs on chemical
energy. They use the sugar for energy, and release the sulfur compounds into the ocean water. In particular,
the bacteria that can survive deep in the sea are of special interest because of their chemosynthetic
metabolism. Chemoautotrophs and Chemoheterotrophs Chemoautotrophs obtain their energy from chemical
reactions and synthesize organic compounds from carbon dioxide. One example is Methanopyrus kandleri,
which tolerates very salty and very warm environments with unusual ease. The bacteria use these chemicals to
manufacture the glucose that nourish the tubeworms. For More Information. In fact, together, chemosynthetic
organisms and photosynthetic organisms make up the autotrophs , or the class of living things that make,
rather than ingest, their own food. The carbon source remains CO2, and oxygen as O2 must be present to
operate on the inorganic molecule, but that inorganic molecule may be hydrogen gas H2 , hydrogen sulfide
H2S or ammonia NH3 , depending on the environment in question. Gamma radiation is a high-frequency band
of light that is invisible to people and can cause damage to human tissues when encountered in large doses.
Chemosynthesis is thus closely related to photosynthesis. Some rare autotrophs produce food through a
process called chemosynthesis , rather than through photosynthesis. The idea that microorganisms could live
on inorganic compounds was proposed by Sergei Nikolaevich Vinogradnsii Winogradsky in , based on
research conducted on bacteria which appeared to live from nitrogen, iron, or sulfur. The bacteria oxidize
sulfur from the worm's environment to produce the nourishment the animal needs. Chemosynthesis has been
detected in hydrothermal vents, isolated caves, methane clathrates, whale falls, and cold seeps. Download
larger version mp4,  Algae , which live in water and whose larger forms are known as seaweed , is
autotrophic.


